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DIR INFO LANT PACY BARR CITE WAVE 2613

INTEL TYPIC

SUPDATA: AMLAME-5, VIA NIEXIT POUCH, FROM AN UNIDENTIFIED INFORMANT, FROM A NAVY SERGEANT WHO SAW THE INSTALLATION.
CONFIRMATION BEING REQUESTED. SHOE IS NEGATIVE.

REF. TDCSDB-3/652,235

PID: NO INDEX. FILED 1022362

REPORT CLASS SECRET CONTROLLED DISSEM

COUNTRY: CUBA

SUBJECT: ALLEGED CRUISE MISSILE INSTALLATION AT PLAYA GIRON

DOI: NOVEMBER 1963

PADA: UNITED STATES, MIAMI (7 DECEMBER 1963)

NO SEPARATE CABLE DISTRIBUTION IS BEING MADE OF THIS TDCS.
UFG 4232

SOURCE: A WESTERN COMMERCIAL REPRESENTATIVE WHO IS A FREQUENT VISITOR TO MAJOR SOUTHERN TOWNS IN LAS VILLAS PROVINCE WHERE HE HAS A WIDE CIRCLE OF ACQUAINTANCES. HE OBTAINED THIS INFORMATION FROM AN UNIDENTIFIED INFORMANT, FROM A NAVY OFFICIAL WHO OBSERVED THE BASE PERSONALLY.
CUBA

ALLEGED CRUISE MISSILE INSTALLATION AT PLAYA GIRON

NOVEMBER 1963

UNITED STATES, MIAMI

(7 DECEMBER 1963)

1. In November 1963, there were cruise missile installations and launching platforms at Playa Giron (N 22°4, W 81°0), Las Villas Province.

2. (Field Comment: TDCSDB-3/653,235 reported that in July 1962 Playa Giron was declared a military zone, and that in November 1962 huge quantities of construction materials were taken to the area. It was rumored that a submarine base was situated there.)

3. Field Dissem: CINCLANT, CINCso, COMNAVKEYWEST.